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I just finished reading all of the civil war comics including the cross overs. 

Spoilers & bad language Alert:

I have to say what a disappointment. 
I really didn't like how the story ended or much of the the story itself.
Ironman proved to be a huge prick. then the story it self just seemed to me like the power hungry
a-holes that filled the marvel universe were going around throwing anyone who even disagreed with
them even slightly into prison for life with no  trail, or charges. Then Tony Stark (IronPrick) becomes
a Nick Fury wanna be at the end, like it was his big plan all along. but thru out civil war, the post was
offered to him twice before and both times he said he did not want it, and that he couldn't afford the
pay cut. 
The number of plot holes inconsistencies and other crap in the story blows me away.
Take that Powerman, the law went into effect at midnight. Shield was waiting in his building to take
him down and arrest him as soon as the clock struck twelve. He was at home doing shit all.
according to many many other book, it was only costumed people acting as vigilante's that had to
register. First off, Powerman, doesn't wear a costume anymore and second of all his ID was already
public, and Third he wasn't acting like a vigilante. for all they knew he had quit the superhero life that
afternoon before the law went into effect.
Shield tried to arrest captain america because he didn't agree with the law before the law went into
effect because he didn't agree with the law. 
In some of the books, Marvel said that people had to work for Shield and do what they were told no
ands/ifs/or buts, if they are told to kill Grandma tuckitt for her secret cookie recipe then that is what
they have to do or they go to prison for life with no trail or charges. and yet in other books they said
working for the government was optional as long as they registered their ID's with the government
they could continue doing what they were doing.
The whole thing with Blaming the new warriors for the stamford thing was friggin stupid as well. and
why the whole thing with the clean up company and wolverine wasn't pushed forward to have a more
central role. Why the press had proof that Ironman was involved in Insider trading, taking control of
osborn to murder a number of atlanteans and shot at the atlantean ambassador and various other
crimes but in the end say they will never print the story is completely beyond me.
The story was Pretty good in concept. It made me like Captian america more. Up until the little bitch
gave up because of some property damage. Then when Black Panther and Storm visited the white
house as visiting heads of state, and they tried to register Storm. Then had to defend themselves as
they left. I really doubt USA would be so dumb as to make an act of war like that for no real reason. 
Reed Richards proved himself a bend over and take it man. But my math can prove it and it is the
law. blah blah blah. 
The only argument the pro-registration people had over and over was, it is the law. and the 8 dozen
or so times people referred to the registration act and unlawful incarceration of the non-registered
heroes as fascist, all the had to say was. "nooooo, its the law, your over simplifying. Ifg only everyone
would do exactly as I said the world would be a better place.". Bunch of fucking Twist nuts. Its that
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the exact thing the hundreds of supervillian bent on world domination have said year after year after
year. 
From reading Civil war. I saw the transformation of Ironman and Reed Richards to the Dark side.
They are now the strongest most influential Supervillians in the marvel universe. Do what Tony says
or go to prison for life, no trail, no charges. Just prison until you are willing to do what tony wants.
Once in prison you become the subject to the Warden Reed Richards and his happy fun bag. No
powers, no escape, in permanent isolation. The fact that Tony has been collect DNA from all the
avengers thru out the years should also have people more concerned that it was. the whole Thor
clone thing should sent red flags up for everyone on both sides of the fence. Another thing I didn't like
was how fast Ironman turned on Spidey, and the fact that Ironman was spying on Spiderman's every
move was never brought up except to show that he was spying on him. 
What kind of a guy would spy constantly on his right hand Man when he is having private
conversations with friends and family. The second his second in command voices concern that he
doesn't agree, Ironman came bursting thru the walls to disable Spidey's suit and kick his ass then
send him to prison for life. (not to mention that Spidey was registered anyway, so he wasn't even
breaking the law). Tony keep saying super people needed to be accountable. Well who the hell is
keeping this cock ring accountable.  
With the war coming up with the inhumans and Hulk coming back to kick the crap out of the Ironman
camp. I am really hoping things go back to normal with the marvel universe. As they screwed it up
now. 

Now the good points, On the road to civil war, the Illuminati sent hulk of the planet, He is going to be
pissed when he gets back.That in it self is a good start for things to come. 
I have a new respect for Black Panther, I didn't know much  about this character but he is pretty cool.
I found a lot of the sub-plots to be well written and the art was excellent.
I also liked that a bunch of heroes came to Canada to hide from the stupidity. 
I also liked the Thunderbolts up until Norman osborn was put in charge of them. 
The whole story with Speedball in prison and then becoming Penance was well written and
interesting. 
The new hero's for hire books were pretty cool as well.

As individual stories, Most of Civil war was pretty good, but All in all I give it a thumbs down, way
down.
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